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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Machine Integration version 8.2.7.5 

 MZEL-A7NK2A - If a machine has a schedule, all time that the machine is running outside scheduled time 
will be excluded from the OEE calculations. 

 MZEL-AKEHKC - News: Now you can select to display the Gantt chart in a rolling mode on the Dashboard. 

 MZEL-AKGKD4 - The Dashboard will display setup code as stop cause when the machine is in setup mode. 
The status icon for setup is displayed if the machine is running during setup. 

 MZEL-AKQK9L - The MI Terminal will now display both the Code and Name of the machine (employee) 
everywhere in MI. 

 MZEL-AKR9GG - News: More settings are added in the OEE component. Following settings are added: 
Order, Today, Time interval and Hide the A gauge, Hide the Q gauge, Hide the P gauge and Hide the OEE 
gauge. 

 MZEL-AKRD6M - The Gantt component couldn’t display any data for the machines in the group. This could 
only occur if you had several machines in the same Gantt component and one machine in the group didn’t 
have any report log for the current day (24 hours). 

 MZEL-AKRDG3 - The Gantt chart will now display current running properly. 

 MZEL-AKYJ6T - The Dashboard is optimized with an intermediate data table containing the calculated data 
that all the components’ will get data from. 

 MZEL-AL3CGX - News: Now it’s possible to display the OEE value only as a percentage. Detailed 
information about the value will be displayed if you place the cursor over the OEE value. 

 MZEL-AL3CN6 - News: Now you can activate the function "Load factor from tool for batch work" per 
machine in MI Admin. This means that the factor on jobs in a batch will automatically be taken from the 
tool used in the operation. 

 MZEL-AL69CR - News: A control if order, part or anything else is blocked for reporting in MONITOR is 
implemented. Blocked parts will be displayed in red font in the Machine Terminal. 

 MZEL-ALBAEB - Improvements are made to make it easier to update Load balanced MI installations. 

 SJON-ALCH66 - Some problems with the Dashboard during Auto-acknowledge mode are solved. 

 MZEL-ALJHTD - The new measuring data functions could cause errors during new installation of MI. 
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